Gravitational-wave echoes in the post-merger ringdown phase are under intense scrutiny as probes of near-horizon quantum structures and as signatures of exotic states of matter in ultracompact stars. We present an analytical template that describes the ringdown and the echo signal for nonspinning objects in terms of two physical parameters: the reflectivity and the redshift at the surface of the object. We characterize the properties of the template and adopt it in a preliminary parameter estimation with current (aLIGO) and future (Cosmic Explorer, Einstein Telescope, LISA) gravitational-wave detectors. For fixed signal-to-noise ratio in the post-merger phase, the constraints on the model parameters depend only mildly on the details of the detector sensitivity curve, but depend strongly on the reflectivity. Our analysis suggests that it might be possible to detect or rule out Planckian corrections at the horizon scale for perfectly-reflecting ultracompact objects at 5σ confidence level with Advanced LIGO/Virgo. On the other hand, signal-to-noise ratios in the ringdown phase equal to ≈ 100 (as achievable with future interferometers) might allow us to probe near-horizon quantum structures with reflectivity 30% ( 85%) at 2σ (3σ) level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave (GW) echoes in the post-merger GW signal from a binary coalescence might be a generic feature of quantum corrections at the horizon scale [1, 2] , and might provide a smoking-gun signature of exotic compact objects (ECOs) and of exotic states of matter in ultracompact stars [3, 4] (for a review, see [5, 6] ). In the last two years, tentative evidence for echoes in the combined LIGO/Virgo binary black-hole (BH) events have been reported [7, 8] with controversial results [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, a tentative detection of echoes in the post-merger signal of neutron-star binary coalescence GW170817 [13] has been claimed at 4.2σ confidence level [14] . The stochastic background produced by "echoing remnants" [15] and spinning ECOs [16] has been also studied recently.
While model-independent [14] and burst [17] searches can be performed without knowing the details of the echo waveform, the possibility of extracting as much information as possible from post-merger events relies on one's ability to model the signal accurately. Furthermore, using an accurate template is crucial for model selection and to discriminate the origin of the echoes in case of a detection. In the last year, there has been considerable progress in modeling the echo waveform [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , but the proposed approaches are sub-optimal, because either they are based on analytical templates not necessarily related to the physical properties and parameters of the remnant, or they rely on numerical waveforms which are inconvenient for direct searches through matched filters.
In this work, we take the first step to overcome these limitations by building an analytical template directly anchored to the physical properties of a given ECO model. As we shall discuss, the template captures the rich phenomenology of the GW echo signal, including amplitude and frequency modulation, which arise from the physical origin of the echoes, namely radiation that bounces back and forth between the object and the photon-sphere [25] , slowly leaking to infinity through wave tunneling [1, 2, 5, 6] .
As an illustration and anticipation of our results, in Fig. 1 we compare the ringdown+echo signal derived below against the power spectral densities of current (aLIGO at design sensitivity [26] ) and future (Einstein Telescope [27] , Cosmic Explorer [28] , LISA [29] ) GW interferometers. Details on the template are provided in Sec. II. A preliminary parameter estimation using current and future GW detectors is performed in Sec. III. We conclude in Sec. IV with future prospects. Throughout this work, we use G = c = 1 units.
II. SETUP
As a first step, we focus on nonspinning models, the extension to spinning objects is underway. Our approach is based on the analytical approximation of perturbations of the Schwarzschild geometry in terms of the Pöschl-Teller potential [33, 34] and on the framework developed in Ref. [19] , in which the echo signal is written in terms of a transfer function that reprocesses the BH response at the horizon. For the busy reader, our final template is provided in a ready-to-be-used form in Eq. (25) and in a supplemental Mathematica R notebook [35] .
A. An analytical template for GW echoes
We model the stationary ECO with a background geometry described, when r > r 0 , by the Schwarzschild and various values of the reflectivity coefficient R (R = 0 corresponds to the pure BH ringdown template). The sensitivity curves refer to aLIGO with its anticipated design-sensitivity ZERO DET high P configuration [26] , Cosmic Explorer in the narrow band variant [30, 31] , and Einstein Telescope in its ET-D configuration [32] . Right panels: the echo signal is compared to the recently proposed LISA's noise spectral density [29] . We considered an object with M = 10 6 M , at a distance of D = 100 Gpc (corresponding to cosmological redshift ≈ 10), and with d = 100M . Each small panel corresponds to a different value of R. For simplicity in all panels we neglected corrections due to the geometry of the detector, sky averaging, and cosmological effects, and we assumed A ∼ M/D for the amplitude of the ringdown signal. Details are given in the main text. metric,
with A(r) = 1 − 2M/r, M and r 0 being the total mass and the radius of the object in Schwarzschild coordinates, respectively. At r = r 0 , we assume the presence of a membrane, the properties of which are parametrized by a complex and (generically) frequency-dependent reflectivity coefficient [19, 36] . This model is well suited to describe near-horizon quantum structures (which belong to the ClePhO category introduced in Refs. [5, 6] ). After carrying out a Fourier transform and a sphericalharmonics decomposition, various classes of perturbations of the background metric are described by a master equation
where
defines 1 the tortoise coordinate x of the Schwarzschild metric, l is the multipolar index, s identifies the type of 1 We note that our definition of x differs by a constant term −2M log 2 relative to the one adopted in Ref. [19] .
the perturbation, andS is a source term. We assume that the surface of the object in tortoise coordinates is located near the would-be horizon at x 0 = x(r 0 ) −M , as expected for near-horizon quantum corrections [1, 2, 5, 6] . The potential reads
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to the coordinate r. In the above potential, l ≥ s with s = 0, 1 for test Klein-Gordon and Maxwell fields, respectively, whereas s = 2 for axial gravitational perturbations (see Fig. 2 ). Also polar gravitational perturbations are described by Eq. (2), but in this case the potential reads
with Λ = (l−1)(l+2)/2 and l ≥ 2. While axial and polar perturbations of a Schwarzschild BH are isospectral [37] , this property is generically broken for ECOs [5, 6] .
Transfer function
By using Green's function techniques, Mark et al. [19] showed that the solution of Eq. (2) at infinity reads
In the above equation,Z ± BH are the responses of a Schwarzschild BH (at infinity and near the horizon, for the plus and minus signs, respectively) to the sourceS,
whereΨ ± are the solutions of the homogeneous equation associated to Eq. (2) satisfying the boundary conditions
and
dx is the Wronskian. The details of the ECO model are all contained in the transfer function
where T BH (ω) and R BH (ω) are the transmission and reflection amplitudes for waves coming from the left of the BH potential barrier [19, 37, 38] , whereas R(ω) is the reflection coefficient at the surface of the object, defined so thatΨ
near the surface at x ∼ x 0 , with |x 0 | M . In Appendix A, we provide a heuristic derivation of Eq. (9) in terms of geometrical optics. The above equations are subject to the constraint that the time domain waveforms are real, which implies
and analogous relations for the other quantities. We notice that the signal in the frequency domain is written as a sum of the BH response plus an extra piece proportional to R. The poles of this latter piece are the quasinormal modes (QNMs) of the ECO which, in general, differ from those of the BH. Since the BH QNMs scale with 1/M while the ECO QNMs scale with 1/d, when d M the signal at small times is dominated by the poles of the BH (which are no longer QNMs since they do not satisfy the right boundary conditions, see discussion below).
Pöschl-Teller potential
The potential (4) [and (5)] can be approximated by the Pöschl-Teller potential [21, 33, 34] where α, V 0 and x m are free parameters. We chose V 0 and x m such that the position of the maximum and its value coincide with those of the corresponding V sl . The remaining parameter α was found by imposing that the real part of the fundamental QNM of the Pöschl-Teller potential,
coincides with the exact one, as found numerically [39] . The values of α, V 0 and x m obtained through this procedure for different classes of potentials are given in Table I. The Pöschl-Teller potential provides an excellent approximation on the left of the potential barrier and near the maximum (see Fig. 2 ), which are crucially the most relevant regions for our model. On the right of the potential barrier the behavior is different, since the Pöschl-Teller potential decays exponentially as x M , whereas the exact potential decays as ∼ 1/x 2 . We have checked that this different behavior would affect only the reprocessing of very low frequency signals, but it is negligible for the first echoes, which are characterized by the reprocessing of the dominant QNMs with ω R M ∼ 1.
Using the approximate potential, the homogeneous equation corresponding to Eq. (2) can be solved analytically. The general solution of the homogeneous problem, Ψ 0 , can be expressed in terms of associated Legendre functions as (14) where ξ = [1 + e −2α(x−xm) ] −1 is a new variable. The integration constants c 1 and c 2 are related to the amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected waves and their Fig. 2 ]. Scalar, electromagnetic and axial gravitational perturbations are described by the potential (4), whereas polar gravitational perturbations are described by the potential (5). We restrict to l = 2. As an indicator of the quality of the analytical approximation, in the last column we show the relative difference
between the exact imaginary part of the frequency (shown in the fourth column) and that given by the Pöschl-Teller potential. The parameter xm is expressed in terms of the tortoise coordinate defined in Eq. (3).
ratio is determined by the boundary conditions. With the analytical solution at hand, it is straightforward to obtain
where we defined
By replacing the above expressions in Eq. (9), we finally obtain
where we defined the width of the cavity 2 d = x m −x 0 > 0 (recall that x 0 < 0 and x m > 0), which is also related to the redshift at the surface, z ∼ e −d/M when d M . As we shall show later, the final signal depends only on the physical quantity d; the dependence on x m in Eq. (18) will disappear from the final result 3 . In summary, for a given choice of R(ω), the above relations yield an analytical approximation to the transfer function K. In Appendix B, we compare some results for the approximate analytical expressions of T BH , R BH and K, with their exact numerical counterparts as computed in Ref. [19] .
Modeling the BH response
The inverse Fourier transform of the BH responsẽ Z ± BH (ω) [see Eq. (7)] can be deformed in the complex frequency plane, yielding three contributions [39, 40] : (i) the high-frequency arcs that govern the prompt response; (ii) a sum-over-residues at the poles of the complex frequency plane (defined by W BH = 0), which correspond to the QNMs and that dominate the signal at intermediate times; (iii) a branch cut on half of the imaginary axis, giving rise to late-time tails due to backscattering off the background curvature. The post-merger ringdown signal is very well approximated by the second contribution only, so that for most astrophysical applications the BH response at infinity can be written as a superposition of QNMs [39] . Considering for simplicity only the dominant mode, one gets
where the complex QNM frequency reads ω R + iω I , τ = −1/ω I , A and φ are the amplitude and the phase, respectively, and t 0 parametrizes the starting time of the ringdown. In the above expression we have defined
where M is the mass of the object, D is the distance of the source, A lmn is the amplitude of the BH QNM with quantum numbers (l, m, n) = (2, 2, 0), and S lmn are the corresponding spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics [41] . Given the BH responses in the time domain, the frequency-domain waveforms are obtained through the Fourier transform,
For the BH response at infinity, the Fourier transform yields
where More in general, we are interested in perturbations produced by sources localized near the object, as expected for merger remnants. If we assumeS(ω, x) = C(ω)δ(x − x s ), for any x s well inside the cavity (where V (x s ) ≈ 0), from Eq. (7) we can derive a relation betweeñ Z + BH andZ − BH , namely:
Remarkably, the above relation is independent of the function C(ω) characterizing the source. Thus,Z − BH can be computed analytically using the expressions for R BH , T BH andZ + BH derived above. As expected, the quantity KZ − BH [appearing in Eq. (6)] is independent of x m and depends only on the physical width of the cavity d.
An expression similar to Eq. (22) can be obtained for a source localized 5 at any point x s by using the explicit form of Eq. (14) [42] . The generic expression is given in Appendix C. In what follows we will consider a source localized near the surface, x s ≈ x 0 , which should provide a model for post-merger excitations.
Ringdown+echo template
Putting together all the ingredients previously derived, the final expression of the full ECO response reads
where Υ is defined in Eq. (17) . In this form, the signal is written as the reprocessing of a generic BH response Z + BH (ω). Note that the BH response Z + BH (ω) might not necessarily be restricted to a ringdown signal in the frequency domain. In general, if the remnant is an ECO, one might expect that the post-merger phase can be obtained through the reprocessing of the ringdown part and of the late-merger phase, since already during the formation of the final ECO radiation might be trapped by an effective photon-sphere.
If instead we model the BH response Z + BH (ω) through a single ringdown [Eq. (21)], the explicit final form of the ringdown+echo signal reads
The above result is valid for any type of perturbation, provided the parameters α and V 0 (or, equivalently, α 4 Note that, since the Pöschl-Teller potential is symmetric under reflections around its maximum, within our approximation the BH response near the horizon would be equivalent to the response at infinity provided the source term in Eq. (7) has the same symmetry of the potential. However, this is generally not the case. 5 Another particular case is when the source is localized well outside the light ring (xs M ). In this case we obtaiñ
whereR BH andT BH are respectively the reflection and transmission coefficients for the scattering of left-moving waves from infinity. Note that, since the Pöschl-Teller potential is symmetric around its maximum, within our framework these coefficients coincide with R BH and T BH , respectively, modulo a phase difference.
and ω R ) are chosen appropriately (see Table I ). In the next section we will use Eq. (25) for polar gravitational perturbations.
For a linearly polarized wave, our template is defined by 4 real parameters (A, φ, t 0 and d) plus the mass (which sets the scale for the other dimensionful quantities) and the complex function R(ω) that is model dependent (see Table II ). Clearly, for R = 0 one recovers a single-mode BH ringdown template in the frequency domain. The echo contribution is fully determined only in terms of d and R(ω) once the parameters of the ordinary ringdown are known. If two polarizations are included, the number of real parameters increases to 7 (A + , A × ,
The templates (24) and (25) are also publicly available in a ready-to-be-used supplemental Mathematica
B. Properties of the template
Time-domain echo signal
The time-domain signal can be simply computed through an inverse Fourier transform,
In Figs. 3 and 4, we present a representative slideshow of our template for different values of d, R(ω), and for scalar and polar gravitational perturbations, respectively. For simplicity, we consider R(ω) = const. The time-domain waveform contains all the features previously reported for the echo signal, in particular amplitude and frequency modulation [1, 2, 5, 6] , and phase inversion [7, 24] of each echo relative to the previous one due to the reflective boundary conditions.
Decay of the echo amplitude in time
Several qualitative features of the waveforms can be understood with a simple geometrical-optics toy model presented in Appendix A. From this model, we expect the complex amplitude of each echo (in the frequency domain) relative to the previous one to be suppressed by a frequency-dependent factor RR BH , where we dropped the phase term e −2iωd that accounts for the time delay between the two. The first echo has already a factor R BH (ω), which is essentially a low-pass filter. As shown in Fig. 9 , R BH (ω) ≈ 0 for ω ω R , whereas |R BH (ω)| ≈ 1 for ω ω R . Thus, for frequencies ω < ω R , we expect that the amplitude of the echoes in the time domain should decrease as
As shown in Fig. 5 , Eq. (27) agrees almost perfectly with our numerical results in the time domain (we expect the small departure of the line from the data to be a consequence of the fact that |R BH | is not exactly constant).
Phase inversion of subsequent echoes
The phase inversion between subsequent echoes shown in Figs. 3 and 4 can be understood by considering the extra factor RR BH each echo has with respect to the previous one. When R is real and positive, the phase is set by R BH (ω). Since R BH (ω ∼ 0) ≈ −1 for lowfrequency signals (which are the only ones that survive the first filtering by R BH ), the n-th echo has a phase factor [R BH (ω ∼ 0)] n ≈ (−1) n . If the ECO is a wormhole, there is no phase inversion because in this case R = R BH e −2iωx0 [19] , so that RR BH = R 2 BH , where again we dropped the time-shifting phase. Likewise, if R is real and negative, the n-th echo has a phase factor [RR BH ] n ≈ 1 for any n, so also in this case there is no phase inversion. Although not shown in Figs. 3 
Dependence on the location of the source
From the geometrical optics analogy of Appendix A, we expect that, for a source located inside the cavity at some x s = x 0 + , the effect of the surface will appear only after a (coordinate-time) delay of 2 with respect to the RD, because of the extra time it takes for the left-going perturbation to reach the surface and come back. Since the latter has a relative amplitude R, the amplitude of the prompt signal is ≈ A(1 + Re 2iω ). If x s ≈ x 0 (i.e., ≈ 0), there is no delay between the proper ringdown signal and the first reflection. This is consistent with the behavior of the signal shown in Fig. 1 : the full response at high frequencies (i.e., those which are not reflected by the potential but only by the surface) differs from the BH ringdown by a relative factor 1+R. Note that, if x s = x 0 , in the Dirichlet case (R = −1) the prompt signal and the reflected one interfere with opposite phase and the signal vanishes, as clear from Eq. (25) .
When the source is located outside the light ring [and consequently one needs to use Eq. (23)], the frequency content of the ECO response at infinity changes significantly. Indeed, in this case the low-frequency content of an incident packet would not be able to probe the cavity and would be reflected regardless of the nature of the object and of the boundary conditions at x 0 . On the other hand, the very high frequency component should pass through the light ring barrier unmodified and be reflected only by the ECO surface. The frequency-domain signal for a source localized at a generic location x s is given in Appendix C.
Energy of echo signal
Finally, let us discuss the energy contained in the ringdown+echo signal. Because of partial reflection, the energy contained in the full signal is always larger than that of the ringdown itself. This is shown in Fig. 6 , where we plot the energy
normalized by the one corresponding to the ringdown alone, E RD = E(R = 0), as a function of the reflectivity R. In the above equation,Ẑ + is the frequency-domain full response obtained by using the Fourier transform of rather than using Eq. (19) . This is the prescription used in Ref. [43] to compute the ringdown energy, and it circumvents the fact that the Heaviside function in Eq. (19) produces a spurious high-frequency behaviour of the energy flux, leading to infinite energy in the ringdown signal. With the above prescription, the energy defined in Eq. (28) is finite and reduces to the result of Ref. [43] for the BH ringdown when R = 0. As shown in Fig. 6 , the energy contained in the ringdown+echo signal depends strongly on R and can be ≈ 38 times larger than that of the ringdown alone when R → 1 (the exact number depends also on t 0 and φ). This is due to the resonances 6 corresponding to the low- 6 As shown in Fig. 1 , when R = 1 the resonances are very narrow frequency QNMs of the ECO, that can be excited with large amplitude [see Fig. 1 ]. At high frequency there are no resonances, but the energy flux dE/dω is larger than the ringdown energy flux by a factor (1 + R) 2 , in agreement with our previous discussion. 
Connections with the QNMs
The final expression (24) also helps clarifying why the "prompt" ringdown signal of an ECO is identical to that of a BH even if the BH QNMs are not part of the QNM spectrum of an ECO [1, 44] . While this fact is easy to understand in the time domain (in terms of time needed for the perturbation to probe the boundaries [1] ), it is less obvious in the frequency domain.
The crucial point is that the BH QNMs are still poles of the ECO full response,Z + (ω), in the complex frequency plane, even if they are not part of the ECO QNM spectrum. Indeed, Eq. (24) contains two types of complex poles: those associated withZ + BH (ω) which are the standard BH QNMs (but do not appear in the ECO QNM spectrum), and those associated with the poles of the transfer function K, which correspond to the ECO QNMs. The late-time signal is dominanted by the second type of poles, since the latter have lower frequency than the BH QNMs. On the other hand, the prompt ringdown is dominanted by the first type of poles, i.e. by the dominant QNMs of the corresponding BH spacetime.
III. PROJECTED CONSTRAINTS ON ECOS
In this section we use the template previously derived [Eq. (25) ] for a preliminary parameter estimation of the ECO properties using current and future GW detectors. We shall focus on polar gravitational perturbations with l = 2, which are typically the dominant ones.
As already illustrated in Fig. 1 , the ringdown+echo signal displays sharp peaks which originate from the resonances of the transfer function K [see Fig. 9 ] and correspond to the long-lived QNMs of the ECO. Indeed, they are very well described by the harmonics of normal modes in a cavity of width d [see Eq. (B2)] (with a finite resonance width given by the small imaginary part of the mode [25, 45] ) and their frequency separation is ∆ω ∝ 1/(d). The relative amplitude of each resonance in the signal depends on the source, and the dominant modes are not necessarily the fundamental harmonics [19, 21] .
Although only indicative, Fig. 1 already shows two important features. First, the amplitude of the echo signal in the frequency domain can be larger than that of the ringdown itself. This explains the aforementioned energy content of the echo signal with respect to the ordinary ringdown (Fig. 6 ) and suggests that GW echoes might be detectable even when the ringdown is not (we note that this feature is in agreement with some claims of Refs. [7, 8, 14] ). Second, as shown in the right panels of Fig. 1 , the amplitude of the echo signal depends strongly on the value of R and changes by several orders of magnitude between R = 0.5 and R = 1 (and even more for smaller values of R). This suggests that the detectability of (or the constraints on) echoes will strongly depend on R and would be much more feasible when R ≈ 1. Below we shall quantify this expectation.
A. Fisher analysis
For simplicity, we employ a Fisher analysis, which is accurate at large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) (see, e.g., The inset shows the same quantity as a function of 1 − R in a logarithmic scale. Note that the energy is much larger than the ringdown energy when R → 1. We set t0 = 0 = φ and d = 100M ; the result is independent of d in the large-d limit.
Ref. [46] ). We shall assume that the signal is linearly polarized; including two polarizations is a straightforward extension. Furthermore, since our ringdown+echo template was built for nonspinning ECOs, in principle we should also neglect the spin of the final object. However, since the statistical errors obtained from the Fisher matrix depend on the number of parameters, it is more realistic to assume that the template depends on the spin (through ω R and ω I , taken to be those of a Kerr BH rather than of a Schwarzschild BH) and to perform the Fisher analysis by injecting a vanishing value of the spin. This procedure introduces some systematics, since we are ignoring the remaining spin dependence of the echo template. Nonetheless, it should provide a more reliable order-of-magnitude estimate of the statistical errors on the ECO parameters in the spinning case.
The Fisher matrix Γ of a templateh(f ) for a detector with noise spectral density S n (f ) is defined as
where i, j = 1, ..., N , with N being the number of parameters in the template, and f = ω/(2π) is the GW frequency. The SNR ρ is defined as
The inverse of the Fisher matrix, Σ ab , is the covariance matrix of the errors on the template's parameters:
Σ ii gives the statistical error associated with the measurement of i-th parameter.
We note that, to the leading order in the large SNR limit, the statistical errors estimated through the Fisher matrix are independent of the systematic errors arising from approximating the true signal with an imperfect theoretical template [47] .
Validation of the method: BH ringdown
As a check of our computation, we have reproduced the results of the BH ringdown analysis performed in Ref. [41] . This can be achieved by neglecting the echo part of our template, i.e. by setting R = 0 or simply considering only the first term in Eq. (6) .
We have first reproduced the analytical results presented in Appendix B of Ref. [41] for what concerns the statistical errors on the parameters of the ringdown waveform. We have then derived the same results through a numerical integration of Eq. (30) . Note that Ref.
[41] adopted a δ-approximation (i.e., white noise, S n (f ) = const), which is equivalent to consider the signal as monochromatic. In this limit, the quantity ρσ i is by construction independent of the detector sensitivity. As a further check, we have relaxed the δ-approximation and repeated the analysis using the recently proposed LISA's noise spectral density [29] , obtaining similar results.
Analysis for GW echoes
After having validated our scheme, we computed numerically the Fisher matrix (30) with the template (25) using the sensitivity curves presented in Fig. 1 for current and future detectors. As previously discussed, for linearly polarized waves the template contains 5 ringdown parameters (mass, spin, phase, amplitude, and starting time), and two ECO parameters (the frequency-dependent reflection coefficient R(ω) and the width of the cavity d) which fully characterize the echoes. The parameter d is directly related to physical quantities, such as the compactness of the ECO or the redshift at the surface.
B. Results
Our main results for the statistical errors on the ECO parameters are shown in Fig. 7 . In the large SNR limit, the errors scale as 1/ρ so we present the quantity ρ∆R/R (left panel) and
. Figure 7 shows a number of interesting features:
• The relative errors are almost independent of the sensitivity curve of the detector and only depend on the SNR. This suggests that the parameter estimation of echoes will be only mildly sensitive to the details of future detectors. Obviously, future interferometers on Earth and in space will allow for very high SNR in the post-merger phase (ρ ≈ 100 for ET/Cosmic Explorer, and possibly even larger for LISA), which will put more stringent constraints on the ECO parameters. This mild dependence of the relative errors on the sensitivity curve is valid for signals located near the minimum of the sensitivity curve, as those adopted in Fig. 7 . Less optimal choices of the injected parameters would give a more pronounced (although anyway small) dependence, which is due to the different behavior of the various sensitivity curves at low/high frequencies.
• Although Fig. 7 was obtained by injecting the value d = 100M , the statistical absolute errors on R and d do not depend on the injected value of d in the d → ∞ limit. We give an analytical explanation of this seemingly counter-intuitive property in Appendix D. The statistical errors for d = 100M are very similar to those for d = 50M and saturate for larger values of d/M . Overall, our analysis suggests that the detectability of the echoes is independent of d in the large-d limit (i.e., for ultracompact objects).
• A further important feature is the strong dependence of the relative errors on the value of the reflection coefficient R. In particular, the relative errors for R = 1 are smaller than those for R ≈ 0.5 roughly by 4 orders of magnitude. The reason for this is related to what is shown in Figs. 1 and 6 : the amplitude of individual echoes and the total energy of the signal depend strongly on the reflection coefficient. This feature suggests that it should be relatively straightforward to rule out or detect models with R ≈ 1, whereas it is increasingly more difficult to constrain models with smaller values of R.
As an example, let us consider the extremal case R = 1. Although this case is ruled out by the ergoregion instability [36, 48] and by the absence of GW stochastic background in LIGO O1 [16] , it is interesting to explore the level of constraints achievable in this case. For a reference event with M = 30M and d > 50M with aLIGO, we obtain
where, as a reference, we normalized ρ such that the value of the SNR in the ringdown phase only 8 is that of GW150914 [49] . This suggests that this model could be detected or ruled out compared to the BH case (R = 0) at more than 5σ confidence level with aLIGO/Virgo. Figure 7 also shows a strong dependence of ∆R/R when R < 1. It is therefore interesting to calculate the SNR necessary to discriminate a partially-absorbing ECO from a BH on the basis of a measurement of R at some confidence level. Clearly, if ∆R/R > 100%, the measurement would be compatible with the BH case (R = 0). On the other hand, if ∆R/R < (4.5, 0.27, 0.007, 0.00006)%, one might be able (by performing a more sophisticated analysis than the one presented here) to detect or rule out a given model at (2, 3, 4, 5)σ confidence level, respectively.
The result of this preliminary analysis is shown in Fig. 8 , where we present the exclusion plot for the parameter R as a function of the SNR in the ringdown phase. Shaded areas represent regions which can be excluded at some given confidence level. Obviously, larger SNRs would allow to probe values of R close to the BH limit, R ≈ 0. The level of the constraints strongly depends on the confidence level. For example, SNR ≈ 100 in the ringdown would allow to distinguish ECOs with R 0.3 from BHs at 2σ confidence level, but a 3σ detection would require R 0.85. The reason for this is again related to the strong dependence of the echo signal on R (see Figs. 1 and 6) .
Finally, the red marker in Fig. 8 corresponds to a detection at ρ = 8 in the ringdown phase (such as GW150914 [49] ) and an ECO with reflectivity R = 0.9. These are roughly the values of the tentative detection claimed in Ref. [7] at (1.6÷2)σ level (but see also Refs. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). Although our analysis is preliminary, it is interesting to note that our results are not in tension with the Projected exclusion plot for the ECO reflectivity R as a function of the SNR in the ringdown phase and at different σ confidence levels. Shaded areas represent regions that can be excluded at a given confidence level. This plot is based on Fig. 7 and assumes d M and M = 30M (M = 10 6 M ) for ground-(space-) based detectors. The red marker corresponds to ρ ringdown = 8 and R = 0.9, which is the value claimed in Ref. [7] at (1.6 ÷ 2)σ level.
claim of Ref. [7] , since Fig. 8 suggests that an ECO with R = 0.9 could be detected at 2.5σ confidence level through an event with ρ ringdown ≈ 8. On the other hand, the Fisher analysis only gives an estimate of the statistical errors in the large-SNR regime, but it would also be in agreement with a negative search. We consider the results shown in Fig. 8 as merely indicative that interesting constraints on (or detection of) quantum-dressed ECOs are within reach current and, especially, future detectors. Indeed, Fig. 8 shows that to confirm the putative detection of Ref. [7] at 3σ (4σ) level would require a singleevent detection with ρ ringdown ≈ 50 (ρ ringdown ≈ 1800).
IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented an analytical template that describes the ringdown and subsequent echo signal of a ultracompact horizonless object motivated by putative near-horizon quantum structures. This template depends on the physical parameters of the echoing remnant, such as the reflection coefficient R and the redshift at the surface of the object. This study is the first step in the development of an accurate template to be used in direct searches for GW echoes using matched filters and in parameter estimation.
We have characterized some of the features of the template, which are anchored to the physical properties of the ECO model. The time-domain waveform contains all features previously reported for the echo signal, namely amplitude and frequency modulation, and phase inversion of each echo relative to the previous one due to the reflective boundary conditions. The amplitude of subsequent echoes (both in the frequency and in the time domain) depends strongly on the reflectivity R. When R ≈ 1 the echo signal has amplitude and energy significantly larger than those of the ordinary BH ringdown. This suggests that GW echoes in certain models might be detectable even when the ringdown is not.
Using a Fisher analysis, we have then estimated the statistical errors on the template parameters for a postmerger GW detection with current and future interferometers. Interestingly, for signals in the optimal frequency window, the statistical errors at a given SNR depend only mildly on the detector's sensitivity curve.
Our analysis suggests that ECO models with R ≈ 1 can be detected or ruled out even with aLIGO/Virgo (for events with ρ 8 in the ringdown phase) at 5σ confidence level. The same event might allow us to probe values of the reflectivity as small as R ≈ 0.8 roughly at 2σ confidence level. Overall, the detectability of the echoes is independent of the parameter d in the large-d limit (i.e., for ultracompact objects).
ECOs with R = 1 are ruled out by the ergoregion instability [36, 48] and by the absence of GW stochastic background in LIGO O1 [16] . Excluding/detecting echoes with smaller values of the reflectivity (for which the ergoregion instability is absent [36] ) will require SNRs in the post-merger phase of O(100). This will be achievable only with third-generation detectors (ET and Cosmic Explorer) and with the space-mission LISA.
Although our analysis is preliminary, we believe that our results already indicate that interesting constraints on (or detection of) quantum-dressed ECOs are within reach with current (and especially future) interferometers.
Extensions of this work are manifold. A template valid for the spinning case is underway. This case is particularly interesting, not only because merger remnants are spinning, but also because of the rich phenomenology of spinning horizonless objects, which might undergo various types of instabilities [25, 36, 45, 48, [50] [51] [52] . In particular, due to superradiance [45] and to the ergoregion instability [25, 53] , the echo signal will grow in time over a timescale τ ergoregion which is generically much longer than τ echo ∼ d. Another natural extension concerns the role of the boundary conditions at the surface for gravitational perturbations [54] -especially in the spinning case -and on model-independent ways to describe the interior of the object in case of partial absorption (cf., e.g., Ref. [16] ).
Furthermore, a more realistic model could be obtained by reprocessing the full form of Z + BH containing both the ringdown and the late-merger signal [i.e., using the template (24)], or using a superposition of QNMs. This extension will be particularly important to compare our template (constructed within perturbation theory and therefore strictly speaking valid only for weak sources) with the post-merger signal of coalescences forming an "echoing" ultracompact horizonless object. Unfortunately, numerical simulations of these systems are currently unavailable, but we envisage that a comparison between analytical and numerical waveforms will eventually follow a path similar to what done in the past for the matching of ringdown templates with numericalrelativity waveforms (see, e.g., Ref. [55] ).
Another interesting prospect is to analyze the promptringdown signal and the late-time one separately. Since the prompt response is universal [1] , it could be used to infer the mass and the spin of the final object, thus making it easier to extract the echo parameters from the post-merger phase at late times. Finally, it should be straightforward to extend our analysis to complex and (possibly) frequency-dependent values of R and to include two polarizations. These analyses and other applications are left for future work.
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In this appendix we derive Eqs. (6) and (22) using a geometrical optics analogy. For simplicity, we fix the position of the peak of the potential at x = 0 rather than at x = x m . We replace the reflective surface and the light ring with two partially reflective mirrors, respectively left (L) at x = −d < 0 and right (R) at x = 0, and each Fourier component of the perturbation with a light ray represented by a complex number. We are left with a Fabry-Perot interferometer that can be studied as in optics textbooks. In the main text we consider a sourcẽ S(ω, x) = C(ω)δ(x−x s ), which is symmetric with respect to the direction of propagation. This will produce two rays originating at x s = −d + , one going to the left and the other to the right with the same amplitude C(ω). The left-going ray travels toward L acquiring a phase e iω , is reflected at L gaining a factor R, and then acquires an extra phase e iω before joining the first ray in their common future evolution. The two rays then travel toward R with a total amplitude C(ω)(1 + Re 2iω ). Travelling to R they gather a phase e iω(d− ) . Upon impinging on R the wave is partly reflected and partly transmitted. The transmitted part gains a factor T BH (ω) and then travels to +∞. The reflected wave gains a factor R BH (ω) and travels from R to L, acquiring an extra phase e iωd , and keeps repeating the same steps already described. Thus, the waveform can be written as
is the BH response, corresponding to the amplitude of the right-going wave in Eq. (A1) when R = 0. To computeZ − BH we consider the amplitude of the total left-going signal near x ∼ −d and set R = 0:
where we added the phase factor e iωd to take into account the convention about the origin of the asymptotic behaviors. Considering Eqs. (A2) and (A3) we recover Eq. (22) for x m = 0 (i.e.
It is now straightforward to calculate the signal at infinity as a sum of the transmitted waves at R:
which gives Eqs. (6) and (9) whenZ − BH is given by Eq. (22) . The above argument can also be extended to generic sources [42] .
Appendix B: The functions TBH, RBH and K in the analytical approximation
Here we compare our approximate analytical results with the exact numerical ones as computed by Mark et al. [19] . Note that our definition of the tortoise coordinate x differs by a constant term, −2M log 2, relative to the one adopted in Ref. [19] . For the purpose of comparison, only in this section we have rescaled x 0 → x 0 − 2M log 2 to agree with the definition of Ref. [19] .
In the left panel of Fig. 9 we compare the approximate analytical functions T BH (ω), R BH (ω) with their exact numerical behavior. This plot reproduces Fig. 3 in Ref. [19] . We also compare the functions
for different values of n with their numerical counterparts. Note that we show the absolute value of K n and normalize it by R n ; with this choice, the result is independent of x 0 and R.
In the right panel of Fig. 9 we present the analytical transfer function K(ω) [cf. Eq. (18)] for different values of x 0 and R, and compare it with its exact numerical expression. This plot reproduces Fig. 13 in Ref. [19] . We note that, while the agreement of the analytical approximation for the full transfer function K(ω) is very good (the differences between numerics and analytics are barely distinguishable in the right panel of Fig. 9 ), the single terms K n (ω) are less accurate.
Note also the appearance of more narrow resonances as |x 0 | M , some of them not being resolved in Fig. 13 of Ref. [19] . These resonances correspond to the long-lived QNMs of the ECO: their separation is ∼ π/d and their narrow width is associated with the small imaginary part of the quasi-bound modes [25, 45] .
For example, Eq. (10) implies Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions at x = x 0 for R = −1 or R = 1, respectively. In this case, the normal modes of a cavity of width d at low frequency (T BH ≈ 0) read
for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively, and where p is an integer. In the right panel of Fig. 9 we also show the case of a wormhole, for which R = R BH e −2iωx0 [19] . Although marginally visible in Fig. 9 , in this case K(ω) does not vanish as ω → 0. This behavior holds generically whenever R(ω ≈ 0) = −1 + O(ω). Indeed, in this case we get
with H n = (n + 1) + γ E , is the digamma function and γ E is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. As ex- pected K(0) → 0 as d → ∞ (assuming no cancellations occur due to the R (0) term) but is otherwise finite. By differentiating R(ω) = R * (−ω) we see that R (0) is purely imaginary, and therefore K(0) is purely real, in accordance with Eq. (11). In the wormhole case, R WH (0) = R BH (0) − 2id, and we obtain
We start by modeling the echo signal in the time domain as
where d is the width of the cavity, γ is a dumping factor, and g is a generic function. Taking 
